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Timber floor

Ernst Koning 
The work of Ernst Koning can be recognised by its orderly, functional character 
with a creative twist. He designed the Timber pendant lights for Hollands Licht 
back in 2013. Next year, the family will be expanded with the addition of an 
elegant floor lamp, to be presented in Kortrijk. The shades in the Timber 
collection are turned from high quality oak, walnut or ash wood. 

King Arthur wall

Jesse Visser
Creative research into construction and techniques leads designer Jesse Visser 
to high quality designs. Previously, he designed the King Arthur pendant lamp, 
made of anodised aluminium with an elegant matte surface. Following on from 
this collection, minimalistic King Arthur wall lights will also be available soon. 

Vapour

Studio Thier&VanDaalen
The work of Iris van Daalen and Ruben Thier is striking for the surprising 
contrast between geometric and organic shapes. Vapour originated from a 
fascination with the structure and movement of nature: the way a flower 
blossoms, the hypnotising effect of flowing water, vapour that moves as a wave 
through the air. This impressive light is presented in here by Hollands Licht for 
the first time. 

Manu

Erwin Zwiers
Designer Erwin Zwiers is inspired by materials with unique characteristics. 
Exploring material in his own experimental way leads him to design surprising 
pieces and products. Fascinated by birds in flight and the archetypal V-shape of 
a bird drawing, he developed the Manu pendant light. The design is 
characterised by the visible assembly elements which tell a clear production 
story.

Limpid Light

Esther Jongsma en Sam van Gurp (studio VANTOT)
Sam and Esther experiment with movement. Their capacity for exploration 
results in beautiful projects and products. The Limpid Lights delightfully 
combine hand-blown glass with an innovative LED system. 

Biennale Interieur 2018
Xpo Kortrijk, Belgium 

18 - 22 October
10:00 - 20:00

Stand R37 – The Floor is Yours

During the Biennale Interieur in Kortrijk, Hollands Licht will present new products and 
prototypes from talented Dutch designers. The presentation will take place at ‘The 
Floor is Yours’, a platform for young designers and design brands.

Hollands Licht finds inspiration in upcoming designers who have a unique perspective 
on light, material and use. The collection consists of elegant LED fixtures with high 
level of light comfort. The products are created with the help of local manufacturers 
and social workshops.
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More information can be requested by contacting our headquarters at info@hollandslicht.eu.


